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ABSTRACT
Visually examining RNA structures can greatly aid in
understanding their potential functional roles and in
evaluating the performance of structure prediction
algorithms. As many functional roles of RNA struc-
tures can already be studied given the secondary
structure of the RNA, various methods have been
devised for visualizing RNA secondary structures.
Most of these methods depict a given RNA sec-
ondary structure as a planar graph consisting of
base-paired stems interconnected by roundish
loops. In this article, we present an alternative
method of depicting RNA secondary structure as
arc diagrams. This is well suited for structures that
are difficult or impossible to represent as planar
stem-loop diagrams. Arc diagrams can intuitively
display pseudo-knotted structures, as well as tran-
sient and alternative structural features. In addition,
they facilitate the comparison of known and
predicted RNA secondary structures. An added
benefit is that structure information can be dis-
played in conjunction with a corresponding
multiple sequence alignments, thereby highlighting
structure and primary sequence conservation and
variation. We have implemented the visualization al-
gorithm as a web server R-CHIE as well as a corres-
ponding R package called R4RNA, which allows
users to run the software locally and across a
range of common operating systems.
INTRODUCTION
The tertiary or three-dimensional structure of many
RNAs plays a key role in defining the biological
function of the molecule. Both in vivo and in silico, the
proper formation of tertiary structure depends on the
correct secondary structure, i.e. the pairs of nucleotide
positions in the RNA sequence that form complementary
base pairs. For both experimentally and computationally
derived RNA secondary structures, diagrammatic visual-
ization has been key to evaluating and gleaning biological
insight, thereby prompting the development of new com-
putational methods for RNA secondary structure
visualization.
A handful of computationally generated representations
of RNA secondary structures exist, the most prominent
being the planar format which consists of base pairs stems
and unpaired loops (1). One is the circular version where
the sequence is drawn as a circle and base pairs as chords
(2). Another one is the linear version of the circle that
shows the sequence as horizontal line and the base pairs
as arcs, i.e. semicircles connecting the two respective
base-pairing positions in the sequence. Other formats
include energy dot plots (3) which are coloured, square
base-pairing matrices (4), the dot-bracket or Vienna
format (5) and the closely related mountain plot figures
(6). Finally, trees (7) and graphs (8) in the strict mathem-
atical sense have also been used to display the topology of
RNA secondary structures.
For any experimentally determined or theoretically pre-
dicted RNA structure, a critical method of evaluation is to
analyze the degree of structure conservation between hom-
ologous sequences (9). Strong evidence for RNA structure
conservation are so-called pairs of compensatory muta-
tions that retain the base-pairing ability, but change the
base-pairing nucleotides (co-variation). A quick method
of visually surveying the quality of a given multiple
sequence alignment and a corresponding secondary struc-
ture prediction is to highlight co-varying pairs of align-
ment columns (10).
During the development and evaluation of our compara-
tive helix prediction method TRANSAT (11), we had to
develop a new method for RNA secondary structure visu-
alization that was able to show (i) conflicting base pairs (i.e.
base pairs involving the same sequence position), (ii) the
degree of helix conservation and corresponding
co-variation within the multiple sequence alignment and
(iii) allows the comparison of two different structures sim-
ultaneously (e.g. from different sources). We also wanted
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the figures to be (iv) visually pleasing and intuitive to grasp.
Our requirement to visualize conflicting base pairs rules out
all formats except circle, linear and dot plots. Finally, the
additional need to simultaneously show several structures
in conjunction with a corresponding multiple sequence
alignment, led us to choose a linear format.
While various powerful visualization programs already
exist, only a few actively supported tools visualize RNA
secondary structure in a linear fashion (12,13). These
tools, however, lacked the features that we required, as
they were not designed to handle conflicting base pairs
nor display multiple sequence alignments simultaneously
with a structure. Finally, the need to create such diagrams
in a high-throughput and scripted manner, rather than
restricted by a graphical user interface, made their
adoption and modification difficult (12,13).
In the following, we present a highly modified and new
method employing a linear format that we call ‘arc
diagrams’ (14) to fulfill our above requirements (i–iv). In
addition, we provide a web server R-CHIE that accepts four
common secondary structure formats and secondary
structure for the quick visualization of data with our
method to generate publication quality figures. For
further customization and local use, we also make a cor-
responding R package (15) called R4RNA available that
leverages the graphical and computational framework of
the interactive and easily scriptable language.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The R-CHIE web server
Located at http://www.e-rna.org/r-chie/, the R-CHIE web
server provides a simple interface for generating six differ-
ent types of arc diagrams instantaneously with instruc-
tions and examples, accessible by all major browsers.
Descriptions and usage of the six different types of
diagrams are as follows:
Single structure
This is the most basic type of arc diagram, essentially
identical to the typical linear diagrams observed in other
publications, with the exception of much more powerful
graphical options. This arc diagram shows the RNA
sequence of interest drawn as a horizontal line from 50
to 30, left to right, with ‘arcs’, drawn above the horizontal
line. Each arc depicts a base pair of the RNA structure
and connects the respective sequence positions involved in
that base pair.
For predicted structures, it is not uncommon for indi-
vidual structural features such as helices or base pairs to
be assigned individual scores such as energetic contribu-
tions (16) or statistical significance (11). In order to retain
and visualize this valuable information, our method can
assign different colours to individual arcs according to
their corresponding scores, using palettes obtained from
ColorBrewer (17), or those specified by the user.
Alternatively, colouring arcs can also be done manually
and independently of value, e.g. when certain base pairs or
structure features such as pseudoknots are to be especially
highlighted. In addition, base pairs can also be filtered by
their scores and a lower or upper threshold value can be
imposed.
Double structure
A double structure arc diagram is obtained by starting
with a single structure diagram, and drawing a second
structure below the horizontal sequence line. Any
colouring and filtering options can be applied to the top
and the bottom structure jointly or separately (Figure 1).
This type of arc diagram is especially useful when
comparing two—perhaps radically different—alternative
structures for the same sequence. It is also useful for
comparing two similar structures, e.g. derived from two
different structure prediction methods or comparing a pre-
dicted to an experimentally validated structure.
Overlapping structure
The type of figures seen in the TRANSAT paper (11) allow to
quickly and entirely visually evaluate the performance of a
structure prediction method by comparing the predicted
to the known structure. In order to do this best, we aim to
simultaneously visualize the sensitivity and the positive
predictive value, i.e. specificity, of the prediction method
(Figure 2).
Similar to the double structure plot, arcs are seen both
above and below the horizontal sequence line. Instead of
showing all arcs corresponding to one structure above the
horizontal line and all arcs corresponding to the other
structure below, however, the first is interpreted as a ‘pre-
dicted’ structure, the second as reference i.e. ‘known’ struc-
ture, and the two structures are overlapped. For this, the
algorithm identifies all predicted base pairs that overlap
with those of the known structure (i.e. a ‘true positive’ in
the performance evaluation), and draws corresponding
arcs above the line, coloured by the score of the base pair
in the predicted structure. Any predicted base pair that is
not part of the known structure (i.e. a ‘false positive’) is
drawn below the sequence line, also coloured by its score.
Any known base pair that was not predicted (i.e. a ‘false
negative’) is drawn above the sequence line in black. Base
pairs that are neither part of the known nor the predicted
structure (i.e. ‘false negatives’) are not shown at all.
With a single glance, this type of diagram shows both the
sensitivity and specificity of the structure prediction and
readily highlights new base pairs that are not part of the
known structure and may warrant further investigation.
Creating two overlapping structures from predictions
of two different algorithms against the same known
structure and juxtaposing the resulting diagrams is also
an interesting method of comparing and highlighting
the differences, as was done extensively in the TRANSAT
paper (11).
Single structure co-variation
Adding a multiple sequence alignment beneath a single
structure arc diagram provides a powerful means of dis-
playing both the secondary structure and corresponding
evidence for base pair conservation and co-variation.
As the state of art in RNA secondary structure prediction
in terms of prediction performance is currently provided
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by comparative methods that typically take a fixed align-
ment as input, this type of arc diagram is especially useful
for evaluating both structures given an alignment and vice
versa.
For this type of arc diagram, the arcs are drawn on top of
the sequence line as usual while the multiple sequence align-
ment is shown below as a block of parallel black lines, each
representing one sequence of nucleotides (with gray for
gaps) from the multiple sequence alignment. Two align-
ment columns at the base of a single arc represent the two
columns of base-pairing nucleotides. The corresponding
nucleotides are shown in green or blue if they represent a
valid canonical base pair, and red if they are not. The most
frequent base pairs are coloured in green. Blue indicates a
compensatory mutation relative to the green pairs (dark
blue for a double-sided mutation, light blue for a
single-sided mutation). This style of colouring is similar
to existing programs (10,18,19). In the case where different
types of base pairs occurs at the same frequency, green is
assigned to the base pair more commonly observed
according to Structure Statistics from the Comparative
RNA Web Site (21).
02 04 06 08 0 100 120 140 160 180 200
Figure 2. An example of a ‘overlapping structure arc diagram’, overlapping the TRANSAT predicted structure and the RFAM consensus structure of
family RF00458 presented in Figure 1. The structure shown above the horizontal sequence is the known structure in black, coloured by P-value if
correctly predicted by TRANSAT (best in blue and worst in red, see Figure 1 for exact P-value colours). The arcs below the line represent novel base
pairs predicted by TRANSAT not found in the known RFAM structure. Such a diagram can give} a qualitative description of a predicted structure’s
performance, where high sensitivity would result in a high proportion of top helices being coloured, and high specificity would result in a majority of
helices above the line. On the other hand, the novel base pairs observed on the bottom half, may indicate alternative structural elements not yet
experimentally verified, but worth investigating, especially in light of strong evolutionary evidence (Figure 3).
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
Figure 1. An example of a ‘double structure arc diagram’, showing the Cripavirus Internal Ribosomal Entry Site [family RF00458 from the RFAM
database (20)]. The RNA secondary structure shown above the horizontal sequence line has been predicted by TRANSAT (11). Every arc corresponds
to one base pair whose colour indicates its P-value, where dark blue is 1e-06, light blue is 1e-05, orange is 1e-04 and red is 1e-03 (P-value
threshold). The RNA structure shown below the horizontal sequence line shows the consensus RNA structure from RFAM.
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Given a structure and a corresponding multiple
sequence alignment, the web server automatically applies
this colouring, allowing for a quick evaluation of how well
(or poorly) the different structural features are supported
by co-variation and gap patterns.
Given two different ways of aligning the same set of
sequences, two arc diagrams of this type can also be
used to highlight the effect that the alignment quality
has on the corresponding structure prediction.
One small caveat is the technical inability of the
co-variation colouring to be displayed simultaneously
for conflicting helices. When faced with conflicting
helices, our algorithm makes a greedy decision to select
and colour the first helix that it observes in the input. A
user can therefore simply rank conflicting helices or base
pairs in the input file to ensure that the most dominant
features are being coloured.
Additional web server appearance options that users
may adjust include displaying sequences as blocks
instead of lines, including the nucleotide base on the
block, and including the sequence descriptions left of
each sequence. The specific colours used to highlight
base pairs in the multiple sequence alignment can also
be customized, and one may even completely ignore base
pairs and colour the alignment based on nucleotides.
While the structure conservation for one base pair can
be summarized in a single numerical value as done for
some figures in the RFAM database (20), a coloured
multiple sequence alignment as in these arc diagrams
retains more detailed information. If desired however,
we offer the ability to colour arcs according to structure
conservation, co-variation and percent canonical base
pair.
Double structure co-variation
Two multiple sequence alignment blocks, one for each
structure, are inserted between the top and bottom arcs
of a double arc diagram, highlighting the conservation
and co-variation for each structure.
An embellishment of the double structure arc diagram,
the double structure co-variation diagrams show not only
the differences between two structures, but also allow the
evaluation of the different base pairs in light of evolution-
ary evidence. The input multiple sequence alignment is
duplicated into two identical blocks. The top alignment
and its co-variation annotation refer to the top RNA
structure and the bottom alignment to the bottom RNA
structure.
Overlapping structure co-variation
A natural extension of the arc diagrams mentioned so far
is to combine overlapping structure arc diagrams with
co-variation plots. These are similar to double structure
co-variation plots, but are drawn according to the same
rules as overlapping structure arc plots (Figure 3).
This type of diagram is of great use when evaluating
new helices (drawn below the sequence line in overlapping
structure arc plots) by providing evolutionary evidence (or
lack of) for their existence. The same rules to resolving
conflicting helices exist as outlined above for single
structure co-variation plots, as do the rules for ensuring
consist co-variation plot colours.
Input
There are two main types of text inputs to the web server;
those specifying secondary structures and those specifying
multiple sequence alignments.
For RNA secondary structure and to cater for the wider
RNA community, our method accepts most common
output formats: dot bracket or Vienna format (22),
MFOLD’s connect format (23) and Gutell’s bpseq format
(21). Additionally, we also accept a variant of Shapiro’s
original region table (1) that we refer to as the ‘helix
format’. This describes each helix as one line which
contains the following fields: start position of outer base
pair, end position of outer base pair, helix length (in terms
of number of base pairs), helix score. Differing from
Shapiro’s definition, we add a header line which includes
the length of the sequence, along with any other comments
one may want to retain, e.g. the primary sequence. This
helix format provides an extremely compact means of rep-
resenting complex RNA structures, and also allows for
unambiguous specification of conflicting, pseudo-knotted
and overlapping base pairs.
For multiple sequence alignment, our program accepts
standard FASTA format (24).
To control the appearance of the resulting figure
showing the desired type of arc diagram, a standard
options panel is available to automate and fine-tune
colouring and filtering of base pairs on the fly.
Output
After generating the figure, which typically takes on the
order of seconds, a static web page rendering the figure is
displayed from which the figure can be downloaded as
.png or .pdf format.
The R4RNA R package
The plotting functionality of the web server is driven by an
R script built on top of an R package called R4RNA
which we make available for offline and local use and
which can be downloaded from http://www.e-rna.org/r-
chie/ release for public use under the GPLv3 license.
Written in R (15) (which is freely downloadable at
http://www.r-project.org/ for all major operating
systems), the package is capable of producing the same
plots as the server with a few interactive function calls,
and allows for even more fine-tune control, automation,
and customized diagrams, and output formats. This is es-
pecially convenient for Bioinformatics research groups
that can call functions of our R package within existing
programs and analysis pipelines. Our software is well
documented and includes a comprehensive manual and
instructional vignettes as well as examples.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We here present a new computational method for
visualizing RNA secondary structures in conjunction
with corresponding multiple sequence alignments which
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can either be used via a web server R-CHIE or offline and
locally via a corresponding R package called R4RNA.
Our method readily creates six different types of arc
diagrams which cover numerous useful applications.
These range from visualizing the evolutionary evidence
for a given RNA secondary structure to comparisons of
two RNA secondary structure and performance evalu-
ations of RNA structure prediction methods. The key
feature of all six types of arc diagrams is that details
that are typically lost in a numerical evaluation are high-
lighted and can be visually interpreted in a straightfor-
ward and intuitive way.
Our method makes several major improvements with
respect to existing methods that depict RNA secondary
structures in a linear way. These include the colouring of
structural features according to their score (e.g. free
energy, P-value, log-likelihood), the joint display of an
RNA structure with a corresponding multiple sequence
alignment which highlights the evolutionary patterns
that support the different structural features, and com-
parison plots which allow the quick visual inspection of
sensitivity and specificity of a predicted structure with
respect to a reference structure. In addition, all types of
arc plots can display structural features that are mutually
exclusive or would render the overall RNA structure
pseudo knotted.
Our R-CHIE web server and the corresponding R4RNA
R package can be freely accessed and downloaded from
http://www.e-rna.org/r-chie/. In addition to several
examples, we have also generated single structure
co-variation arc diagrams of all seed alignments in the
RFAM database (20) which can be downloaded from our
web page.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We intend to add additional features to the R4RNA R
package in the future which will likely include functions
related to RNA structural Bioinformatics analysis beyond
RNA structure visualization. We also welcome sugges-
tions for improvements on the R-CHIE web server or the
R4RNA R package from the research community.
Finally, to ensure long-term support and development of
the package for RNA analysis, we aim to officially submit
the R4RNA package to the BIOCONDUCTOR repository (25)
once the package is sufficiently developed.
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Figure 3. An example of an ‘overlapping covariance arc diagram’, of the TRANSAT predicted structure, overlapping the RFAM consensus structure of
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